YOU CAN JUDGE
A COMPANY
BY THE HEALTH
PLAN IT KEEPS

The best way to drive health plan costs down and member health up is
with Marpai SMART health plan services. Marpai uses the most advanced
AI to predict health events to prevent costly claims, lower reinsurance
premiums and elevate care quality. We know healthier members mean
a healthier bottom line.

The AI-Powered
TPA Alternative

Marpai is a technology company making company health care, healthier. Using the
most advanced AI, Marpai powers SMART health plans that are customized for each
employer. Beyond delivering world class TPA services, Marpai offers exclusive techenabled features designed to reduce costly claims, lower reinsurance premiums and
improve quality care. It’s what every member needs, the health care system demands
and your bottom line deserves.

Marpai’s Exclusive Tech-Enabled Services
MARPAI CARES

EMPOWERING MEMBER ENGAGEMENT

Our signature “predict and prevent” feature
helps avert costly claims. Proprietary deep
learning algorithms predict potential near-term
health events and activate early intervention
by URAC accredited clinicians. Members are
guided on the best care journey which avoids
unnecessary and excessive costs while insuring
quality care.

We use tech tools and exciting content to
inspire members to use their beneﬁts and
remain proactive. The new myMarpai SMART
app and portal make health care easy.
The SMART Health Insights newsletter,
member emails and
texts and direct mail
to the home improve
health plan literacy
and empower action.

TOPCARE PROVIDERS

Marpai eliminates guesswork and cost
excesses by connecting members to top
quality in-network providers that don’t
charge excessive fees, including specialists
ranked in the top 10% for quality, safety and
patient satisfaction.

FILLING GAPS IN CARE

Members stay on track with annual exams,
screenings and vaccinations due to timely,
personalized emails and texts that
encourage appointments.

PREMIUM HEALTH PARTNERS

This ecosystem of best-in-class innovative health
companies delivers next generation care options
including telehealth, non-surgical alternatives in
orthopedics and genetic testing.

Marpai’s Best in Class TPA Services
Using data-driven insights, we develop custom solutions tailored to the unique needs of every employer.
No TPA delivers greater value for the company health plan dollar than Marpai.
Top Provider Networks: Marpai is one of 10 TPAs with access
to the Aetna network. We also provide access to Cigna,
Everpointe Elite, PHCS, Medcost and others.
Cost Containment: From bundles to specialty RBP solutions
(dual option, hybrid, full replacement, out-of-network) that
can save an average of $2500 PEPY or more, we provide
proven, innovative cost containment strategies.

SMART Claims Processing: Beyond rigorous bill review. our
SMART technology is developing to use AI to eliminate fraud,
waste, abuse and uncover new cost savings.
Pharmacy Beneﬁts Management: We offer 4 cost effective
solutions that help everyone save. We return all PBM rebates
to our clients with full transparency.
Compliance: Never fall behind legislation with an industry
leading team that helps you cost effectively stay compliant.

Clinical Bill Review: A clinician reviews care requests during
pre-certiﬁcation to prevent overpriced, low qualtiy and in
appropriate care.

Plan Design: Using data-driven insights and decades of
experience, we help design the right plan for your unique needs.
Population Health: We work with innovative partners and use
leading edge tools e.g. predictive risk scoring, along with
clinical insights and deep analytics to identify, control and
manage member health risks.
Deep Analytics and Insights: Our SMART system generates
comprehensive data analyses that can uncover opportunities
for better cost savings, plan design and utilization.

Account Management: Consultative partners bring performance
metrics, deep expertise, new ideas and tech tools that make it
easy to see what’s working and how to improve ROI.

A Plan Ahead

With a SMART health plan, the most advanced technologies work to drive member health
up and health plan costs down. Join the AI revolution in healthcare with Marpai to save
more, enable healthier lives and simplify everything.

For more information visit www.MarpaiHealth.com
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